In most room acoustic predictions, phase shift on reflection has been overlooked. This study aims to quantify the effects of the surface impedance phase angle of the boundary surfaces on room acoustic conditions. As a preliminary attempt, a medium-sized rectangular room is simulated by a phased beam tracing model, after verifying it numerically against boundary element simulations. First, the absorption characteristic of the boundary surfaces varies uniformly from 0.2 to 0.8, but with various impedance phase angles. Second, typical non-uniform cases having hard walls and floor, but with an absorptive ceiling are investigated. The zero phase angle, which has commonly been assumed in practice, is regarded as reference and differences in the sound pressure level and early decay time from the reference are quantified. As expected, larger differences in the room acoustic parameters are found for larger impedance phase angles. Additionally, binaural impulse responses are compared in a listening test for the uniform absorption cases, revealing that non-zero impedance phase angle cases can be perceptually different from the reference condition in terms of reverberance perception. For the non-uniform settings, the change in the impedance phase angle of the ceiling does not affect the acoustic conditions significantly.
I. INTRODUCTION
In predicting room acoustic conditions using geometrical acoustics methods, phase information is generally ignored for two reasons. First, phase information is quite difficult to obtain in practice, particularly for phase shift on reflection. Second, it is not a necessary input to the conventional geometrical acoustics methods (see, e.g., Chap. 10, Ref. 1) because they are mostly energy-based methods. However, it has been documented that geometrical acoustics methods retaining phase information can predict sound fields better than the conventional methods, at frequencies where wave interference is dominant. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Most previous works have focused on the phase information related to sound propagation, not the phase shift on reflection. Therefore, this study primarily aims to systematically investigate the effects of the phase angle of the surface impedance at the boundary surfaces on objective room acoustic measures in a rectangular room by numerical means; a phased beam tracing method (PBTM) is used as the main tool, which is verified by another well-validated numerical method, the boundary element method (BEM). Furthermore, a listening test is carried out to see if there is a significant subjective difference in the human perception of reverberation (hereafter, reverberance) between non-zero phase angle conditions and the approximation to zero impedance phase angle.
As already pointed out, the conventional geometrical acoustics methods cannot handle phase shifts on reflection. Therefore, wave-based methods or phased geometrical acoustics methods need to be employed to investigate the effects of the impedance phase angle. The phased geometrical acoustics methods have advantages, as they have been extensively used to account for interference 2, 3, 5, 6 and diffraction 11 by retaining two sorts of phase information: Propagation phase and reflection phase. The former phase can be easily estimated from the traveling distance between a source and a receiver and has been shown to play the most important role in room acoustic simulations. 5 Nonetheless, the latter phase has not been investigated thoroughly because such phase information is unavailable in most practical conditions. To take into account the reflection phase information, complex-valued surface impedance values at the boundary surfaces are required. a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
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In fact, the surface impedance varies with the incidence angle, which is referred to as extended reaction. As a simplification, one can assume that the surface impedance is nearly independent of angle of incidence for, for example, porous media. This simplification is referred to as local reaction, 12, 13 which is assumed in this study.
To the authors' knowledge, there have been only a limited number of studies on changes in physical acoustic parameters and perception due to the impedance phase angle. It is worth mentioning that Kuttruff studied the perceptual effect of different phase spectra while the magnitude spectrum is unchanged, concluding that the phase spectrum is of minor importance for auditory perception in reverberant sound fields. 14 Similar works have been done in the field of speech processing and telecommunication in terms of phase distortion and phase equalization, see, e.g., Ref. 15 . Most recently Jeong compared real-valued boundary conditions, i.e., random incidence absorption coefficients, with complex-valued boundary conditions in terms of surface impedances using a PBTM. 6 For example, a random incidence absorption coefficient boundary condition of 0.3 was compared with several complex-valued surface impedance boundary conditions having different impedance phase angles of 0 , 30 , 45 , and 60 , resulting in a sound pressure level difference of 0.2, 1.4, 2.1, and 3.0 dB, respectively. Because the impedance phase angle is shown to influence the sound pressure level, and consequently the magnitude spectrum, the assumption of the unchanged magnitude spectrum is unacceptable particularly for room acoustic simulations.
II. METHOD
A medium-sized rectangular room with dimensions of 19, 14, and 10 (all in meters in what follows) is simulated by a PBTM model. Fifty-four receivers are distributed at a height of 1.35 from the floor (x-y plane), x ranging from 1.5 to 17.5 with steps of 2, y from 2 to 12 with steps of 2. A point source is located at (1, 1, 1.8). A number of surface impedance boundary conditions are considered: Frequencyindependent and uniformly distributed absorption cases with various phase angles, and more realistic room configurations with frequency-dependent and non-uniformly distributed absorption. First, transfer functions at the receivers are calculated, from which sound pressure levels and reverberation time parameters are computed and compared with the reference zero phase condition. PBTM simulations are regarded as accurate, after verifying them against simulations using BEM for a scaled room, which is shown in the Appendix. Here, a narrow band level difference is defined as the averaged difference between two compared transfer functions over the frequency range and receiver positions, designated as DL narrow .
A. Phased beam tracing method
For such an investigation, both wave based methods, such as BEM, and phased geometrical acoustics, such as PBTM, can be employed, but PBTM has certain advantages. First, PBTM calculations are faster and barely affected by the room volume. 6 Second, PBTM provides reasonably accurate simulations within a maximum narrowband level difference of 2 dB compared with acoustic Green's functions and BEM simulations for the zero impedance phase angle conditions, even for a small room below the Schroeder frequency (f Sch ). 6, 10 PBTM has also been experimentally validated, 8, 9, 16, 17 supporting that PBTM outperforms energy-based methods at around the Schroeder frequency in predicting room acoustic parameters. Generally PBTM is known to suffer from errors near zeros in predicting transfer functions, 3, 10 but the accuracy of PBTM is improved for shorter source-to-receiver distances in more proportionate and/or damped rooms. 10 Moreover, the accuracy of PBTM for larger spaces and at higher frequencies is known to be improved further. 3 Third, PBTM is also capable of producing binaural impulse responses, 16 which can be used in a listening test and an objective analysis of reverberance.
PBTM used in this study is a variant of the triangular beam tracing algorithm suggested by Lewers, 18 but extended to include phase. The tracing algorithm consists of source generation based on icosahedron, surface-geometry definition, traces of beams, and receiver detection. Only planar room boundary surfaces can be used. A beam trajectory is scanned by a combined process of determining the nearest plane, finding the new image source, and calculating the reflected vector. In this sense, it is basically a kind of the image source model, because image sources are constructed via tracing beams. 19 Beams do not fragment on reflection and the reflection direction is determined entirely by their central axes. Once the trajectory of the beams is identified, the possibility of a point receiver being surrounded by the beam boundary planes is tested. Following a positive receiver detection test, the complex pressure for the beam undergoing the reflection path is calculated and finally the transfer function is constructed. Only specular reflections are counted.
For all PBTM simulations in this study, 8000 beams are emitted from the source, and traced up to the 100th reflection order, for which the narrowband level difference is lower than 2 dB regardless of the source and receiver positions. Because PBTM used in the present study does not incorporate a beam-splitting algorithm when intersecting more than two surfaces, a sufficiently large number of beams should be used. In addition, a sufficient number of late reflections are calculated up to the 100th reflection order. Because this setting has yielded a good agreement with BEM simulations and acoustic Green's functions in earlier studies, 6, 10, 20 it is maintained in the present study.
The reflection modeling for the medium sized room is based on the infinite panel theory. Although an advanced reflection model that can account for finite surfaces has been developed, it has been found that the finite-sized reflection modeling does not outperform at high frequencies, e.g., above f Sch . 20 In principle, the reflection coefficient for finite surfaces should converge to that for an infinitely large surface at sufficiently high frequencies. Considering that the highest f Sch is 50 Hz among the test conditions and that the frequency range of interest spans from 20 to 5657 Hz, the finite-sized reflection modeling would be beneficial only in a very limited low frequency range.
Furthermore, binaural simulations are conducted using PBTM. Each transfer function for a source, including image sources, is convolved with the corresponding head-related transfer function (HRTF), as described in Chap. 9.4 of Ref. 1 . The convolved transfer functions with the corresponding HRTFs are called as the binaural transfer functions, which are summed to produce a total binaural transfer function for the left and right ear. Finally, the binaural room impulse response (BRIR) at the receiver is obtained by taking the inverse Fourier transform of the total binaural transfer function. This procedure is accurate without any loss of the phase information, because the delay time of each reflection is automatically updated in the phase spectrum of the binaural transfer function. It is also fast, as the convolution is done in the frequency domain, not in the time domain. In this study, an HRTF of a B&K HATS measured using a random noise at every 5 at 1 m from a sound source was used. 21 The sampling frequency was 44.1 kHz and the number of time samples was 512. When the actual angle of incidence did not exactly coincide with the discretized angles of the HRTF dataset due to the limited spatial resolution, the HRTF at the nearest discretized angles was convolved with the transfer function.
B. Surface boundary configurations
Frequency-independent uniform absorption configuration
Frequency-independent uniform absorption distributions were considered first, meaning that all the boundary surfaces were assumed to have the same acoustic characteristic. Four absorption coefficient groups were introduced. In terms of the random incidence absorption coefficient (a rand ), the chosen absorption coefficients were 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8, abbreviated as BC a0.2 , BC a0.4 , BC a0.6 , and BC a0.8 , respectively. For each absorption coefficient group, various surface impedances having different phase angles were searched for according to Paris' law for locally reacting surfaces,
where |f| is the magnitude of the normalized impedance and l is the impedance phase angle. Table I lists the impedance values assigned to the boundary surfaces regardless of the frequency, thus the impedance phase angle is frequencyindependent.
Larger phase angles cannot yield high absorption coefficients, e.g., the maximum absorption for phase angles of 680 is limited to 0.25. This is because the absorption coefficient is somehow inversely proportional to the absolute value of the impedance as shown in Eq. (1). 22 In total, 28 impedance boundary conditions were found: Nine values for BC a0. 2 , seven values for BC a0. 4 and BC a0.6 , and five values for BC a0.8 . For simplicity, the boundary conditions are again abbreviated as, e.g., BC a0. 2, 0 , where the first subscript indicates the equivalent random incidence absorption coefficient, and the second subscript denotes the impedance phase angle.
Frequency-dependent non-uniform absorption
Second, more realistic frequency-dependent non-uniform configurations were considered, as most rooms are rectangular and have absorptive ceilings and reflective walls and floors. The walls and floor were assumed to be acoustically hard, and their impedance phase angles were assumed to be zero; thus, the normalized surface impedance for the vertical walls and the floor was set to 30, which was equivalent to a random incidence absorption coefficient of 0.21. However, the surface impedance of the ceiling became complex-valued, by changing its flow resistivity, thickness, and mounting condition. The flow resistivity varied from 10 000 to 40 000 Ns/m 4 at 10 000 Ns/m 4 intervals, and the absorber thickness varied from 5 to 10 cm at 5 cm intervals. If the absorber was backed by an air cavity, the cavity depth was fixed to be 30 cm. Only two non-uniform cases, where the largest changes were found, were presented because all the investigated cases produced quite similar results.
As the first non-uniform configuration (BC NONU1 ), the ceiling absorber was assumed to have a flow resistivity of 10 000 Ns/m 4 and to be 10 cm thick, which was backed by a rigid wall. Based on Miki's model, 23 the normalized surface impedance, its phase angle, and the random incidence absorption coefficient were calculated and shown in Table II . Note that the impedance phase angle is frequency-dependent. As the zero phase reference condition, the corresponding real-valued impedance, f NONU1,0 , was also calculated in Table II .
As for the second non-uniform configuration, the ceiling absorber was assumed to have a flow resistivity of 10 000 Ns/m 4 and to be 10 cm thick, which was backed by an air cavity of a depth of 30 cm. The normalized surface impedance, its phase angle, a rand , and f NONU2,0 were shown in Table III .
C. Reflection phase shift
The phase shift on reflection at the boundary walls, simply referred to as the reflection phase shift in what follows, means the phase change in the sound pressure when an incident wave hits the surface of interest. Acoustically hard surfaces do not lead to large reflection phase shift. However, absorbers and acoustic treatments can yield considerable reflection phase shifts.
For a given surface impedance, the reflection phase shift changes with the incidence angle. Consequently, the reflection phase shift does not have a one-to-one relationship to as shown in Fig. 1 . Therefore, it is difficult to define a representative value, but the average over the incidence angle is calculated as follows:
where h is the incidence angle. Note, however, that the average reflection phase shift is not actually used in PBTM simulations. During the simulations, the correct reflection phase shift is updated based on the true incidence angle.
D. Error measures
Based on transfer functions from 20 to 5657 Hz at 1 Hz intervals simulated using PBTM, DL narrow was calculated. As another single number index, the A-weighted overall sound pressure level was calculated for each boundary condition, and the difference in the A-weighted overall level was denoted as DL OA,A .
From the calculated transfer functions, one could take the inverse Fourier transform to obtain the corresponding impulse responses. By Schroeder's backward integration method, 24 the reverberation time parameters can be calculated. EDT is known to correlate better with the human perception of reverberation than reverberation time parameters, e.g., T 20 . Thus, EDT mid , the average EDT in the 500 and 1000 Hz octave band, is chosen to be the objective measure for reverberation with its just noticeable difference (JND) known in Ref. 25 . It would be also interesting to examine the effects of DEDT in each frequency band on perceptual reverberance, but the frequency dependence of JND for EDT has not been known, thus it is difficult to discuss DEDT for each octave band in relation to reverberance. Although its JND is still unknown, DEDT for the 125 Hz octave band is also presented for the frequency-dependent non-uniform absorption cases. Note that DEDT for the frequency-independent absorption configuration is invariant regardless of the frequency.
E. Subjective reverberance by a loudness-based model and listening test
In addition to the change in the objective measures, perceptual discriminations were also of interest. Therefore, 12 BRIRs per receiver were calculated: Four absorption groups, a rand of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8, and three impedance phase angles per absorption group, which are the zero phase, the largest positive, and largest negative impedance phase angle. Using these BRIRs, an objective and a subjective analysis were carried out: An objective analysis of loudness decay suggested by Lee and Cabrera, 26 and a subjective listening test based on a two-alternative forced-choice paradigm.
Loudness is known to be the attribute of auditory sensation representing the degree to which sound is quiet or loud. Although loudness is sometimes approximated as being proportional to the sound pressure level, the relationship between the two is not always linear. For example, the loudness growth function differs for different frequencies, i.e., for pure tones, faster growth functions are found for low frequencies than for mid and high frequencies. This phenomenon is well observed in the equal loudness contours. 27 Loudness is also affected by the outer/middle ear transfer function, 28 bandwidth of a signal, 29 auditory temporal integration, [30] [31] [32] and auditory spectral/temporal masking. [33] [34] [35] [36] Because of the successful implementation of the aforementioned and other loudness complexities, the output of some loudness models is well correlated with the human perception of sound intensity, 37 thus the loudness decay function derived using such models provides a better match to the human perception of sound decay than the squared sound pressure decay function does. 26, 38 The loudness decay analysis is most appropriate in this study, because it is also sensitive to the listening level of the BRIRs, which varies with the absorption coefficient and the impedance phase angle. For this reason, the loudness-based reverberation parameters, namely, EDT N and T N , are calculated to see the change in reverberance due to the boundary conditions. EDT N and T N are similar in concept to the One issue in calculation of EDT N and T N is how to determine an evaluation range of the loudness-based parameters. According to Stevens, 42 the loudness is proportional to the sound pressure raised to a power of 0.6 for tones of moderate frequency and sound pressure level, which is well consistent with the well-known relationship that halving or doubling the loudness corresponds to À10 dB or þ10 dB, respectively. For EDT N , the evaluation range is therefore set to the peak loudness to a half of the peak loudness (which corresponds to the peak to À10 dB from the peak based on Stevens' power law), and for T N the evaluation range is set to 0.708 of the peak loudness to 0.178 of the peak loudness (which corresponds to À5 dB to À25 dB from the peak). Instead of inversely integrating the loudness decay curve, a linear regression line is drawn over the evaluation range to smooth the decay curve. Then, similar to the conventional parameters, the time taken for the linear regression line is multiplied by 6 for EDT N , and by 3 for T N . More details of the EDT N and T N calculation procedure are described in Lee et al.
38
EDT N and T N results were also used to decide the receiver location to be used for the listening test. First, EDT N and T N were computed at 6 discrete receiver positions: R8 . Because EDT N and T N vary with the listening level of the BRIRs, the relative differences among the BRIRs should be maintained. In this analysis, the L AF,max , which is the maximum A-weighted sound pressure level with a fast temporal integration of 125 ms, for BC a0.2,À60
at R48 was set to 70 dB(A), and the same gain was applied to all the other BRIR stimuli.
For the subjective reverberance test, a two-interval twoalternative forced-choice paradigm was used to test whether there was a noticeable difference in reverberance among the phase shift conditions within an identical absorption group. The subjects listened to the BRIR stimuli directly, i.e., the BRIRs that are not convolved with a dry signal. Note that, in the study of Lee, et al., 38 the loudness decay slope of an RIR is consistent with the averaged dominant slopes in the loudness analysis of a dry musical stimulus convolved with that RIR. Using the 12 binaural impulse responses, 8 pairs of stimuli were created: 4 absorption groups, a rand of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8, and 2 pairs, the largest positive phase angle vs the zero phase, and the largest negative phase angle vs the zero phase. Specifically, the compared conditions were the following: Pair vs BC a0.8,À20 . Ten normal-hearing subjects participated in the test (age: 22-32 yr), with an equal number of males and females. The subjects did not report any hearing-related difficulties and had hearing thresholds below 25 dB hearing level (HL) at all audiometric frequencies, which corresponds to grade 0 of hearing impairment with "No or very slight hearing problems," according to the World Health Organization. 43 The experiment was approved by the Science Ethics Committee for the Capital Region of Denmark (reference H-KA-04149 -g). The subjects listened to the stimuli pairs through headphones (Sennheiser HD 580) in a double-walled soundinsulated listening booth. The stimuli were presented with a 40-kHz sampling rate via a soundcard (RME DIGI96/8). In each trial, the two stimuli of a given pair were presented in a random order in two 1.5 s intervals separated by a 200 ms silent gap, and the subjects were instructed to indicate which of the two intervals was more reverberant by pressing the "1" or "2" key on a computer keyboard. All pairs were presented in a randomized sequence within each repetition, and a total of 30 repetitions were performed by each listener. Based on the individual subjective data collected, a binomial test was conducted in MATLAB with the command "binofit," which uses the Clopper-Pearson method to calculate the confidence intervals. 44 Note that the purpose of the test was not to find out the minimum impedance phase angle causing subjective changes in reverberance, but to investigate whether or not there was a statistically significant difference in perceived reverberance caused for different impedance phase angles.
III. RESULTS

A. Uniform absorption configurations
After comparing the PBTM and BEM simulations for the scaled room in Appendix, five boundary configurations, BC a0. 2, 680 , BC a0. 4 shown in Fig. 7 . Therefore, only 23 boundary configurations are presented.
Level differences
The subfigures in Fig. 2 compare three transfer function examples with different impedance phase angles in an identical absorption group: BC a0.2 in Fig. 2(a) and BC a0.8 in Fig.  2(b) at a receiver position of (1.5, 6.0, 1.3) . In Fig. 2(a) , as the impedance phase angle changes from À60 to 60 , the peaks and troughs in the transfer function are slightly shifted and the levels are also changed, particularly at low frequencies. For the negative phase angle, the levels become lower than those for the zero and positive phase angle. Somewhat larger changes are found in Fig. 2(b) than in Fig. 2(a) at low frequencies, because / ave for BC a0. 8, 40 is much larger as 16.5 as compared to 3.8 for BC a0.2,60 . At high frequencies, the three transfer functions are overlapped heavily.
Based on the A-weighted sound pressure level for each boundary configuration, the level difference DL OA,A with respect to the reference condition is calculated. Figure 3 shows DL OA,A for three different frequency ranges: 20 Hz to f Sch in Fig. 3(a) , 20 Hz to 4Âf Sch in Fig. 3(b) , and 20 Hz to the upper cutoff frequency of the 4 kHz octave band in Fig. 3(c) . The Schroeder frequencies for BC a0.2 , BC a0.4 , BC a0.6 , and BC a0.8 are 50, 40, 30, and 25 Hz, respectively. The choice of 4f Sch is inspired by a book describing that energy-based ray acoustics techniques are justified above 4f Sch . 45 The first two figures are similar except for two data points with positive phase shifts of around 16 , meaning that DL OA,A is nearly independent of the frequency range up to 4f Sch . However, for the broad frequency range in Fig. 3(c) , DL OA,A is smaller than 61 dB for all cases, indicating that high frequency levels are less affected by the phase shift. Given that JND for sound intensity is typically found to be about 0.5-1 dB for wideband signals, e.g., Ref. 46 , it is likely that there is no perceptual level difference when a broadband sound is presented.
Using the data in Fig. 3(b) , two regression lines are drawn: One for the positive phase shift and the other for the negative phase shift, as follows:
2. EDT differences
In Fig. 4 , EDT mid only for BC a0.2 is shown because the JND for EDT mid of 5% is valid for EDT mid longer than 1 s and shorter than 3 s according to ISO 3382-1. 25 The larger the positive phase angle, the shorter the EDT mid . The larger the negative phase angle, the longer the EDT mid . The impedance phase angle case of À60 just crossed the JND criterion of 5%, so can be perceived differently from the zero phase.
Reverberance estimation by the loudness based model and listening test
Because it is difficult to conclude whether or not there is a perceivable reverberance difference for BC a0.4 , BC a0.6 , and BC a0.8 , the binaural impulse responses simulated in the medium-sized room for the uniform absorption conditions are further analyzed. First, EDT N and T N were calculated for 12 binaural impulse responses simulated at the six chosen receiver positions (Refer to Sec. II E). Table IV shows the loudness-based parameters at three receiver positions for the shortest, medium, and longest source-to-receiver distance for brevity. Because the largest differences are found at the receiver R48, i.e., averaged differences of 4% and 7.5% for EDT N and T N , respectively, eight pairs were formed from the 12 BRIRs at R48 for the subjective test as explained in Sec. II E.
The listening test results from the ten subjects are shown in Fig. 5 . For each subject/pair combination, the amount of answers in which the subjects perceived the nonzero phase angle stimulus as more reverberant than the zero phase stimulus is indicated. According to the binomial test, 21 consistent answers out of 30 for a given pair indicate that the subject perceived a significant difference in reverberance between the two stimuli of that pair at a confidence level of 95%. In Fig. 5 , the squares with a black border indicate the subject/pair combinations for which the nonzero phase angle stimuli were perceived as significantly more reverberant.
Overall, most subjects could easily discriminate the impulse responses in Pairs 1-4, while half of them perceived a subjective difference in reverberance in Pairs 5-6, two in Pair 7, and none in Pair 8. Therefore, it can be concluded that the stimuli with the non-zero phase angles are perceived as more reverberant than those with the zero phase for BC a0.2 and BC a0. 4 , while the subjective differences introduced by the phase angle are less distinct for BC a0. 6 , and unlikely to be perceivable for BC a0. 8 .
The subjective answers in Fig. 5 concur more with T 20,mid shown in Table V and T N shown in Table IV than with EDT mid shown in Table V and EDT N shown in Table  IV . For example, there are no changes larger than 5% for Pairs 1-2 in terms of EDT mid and EDT N , but the changes are larger than 5% in terms of T 20,mid and T N . Note that the JND for EDT mid is 5%, but unknown for the other parameters.
It was also investigated whether the mean value of the subjects' answers differed significantly from that corresponding to random guessing (50% or a count of 15 out of 30 in Fig. 4 ), by performing a student's t-test. Significant differences at the 5% significance level were found for Pairs 1 to 4 (p<0.001, F values of 85, 69, 97, and 26, respectively), Pair 5 (p ¼ 0.016, F ¼ 7), and Pair 6 (p < 0.001, F ¼ 26), but not for Pairs 7 and 8 (p > 0.05, F values of 4 and 2, respectively). Considering these data, it can be concluded that the non-zero phase angle conditions are perceptually different TABLE IV. EDT N and T N . At R8, the average differences between the non-zero and zero phase angle are 3.6% and 4.6% for EDT N and T N , respectively. At R36, 2.4% and 5.1%, respectively, and at R48, 4.0% and 7.5%, respectively. Although the JNDs of EDT N and T N are unknown, differences larger than 5% are indicated in bold. BC a0.2,0 BC a0.2,À60 BC a0.2,60 BC a0.4,0 BC a0.4,À40 BC a0.4,60 BC a0.6,0 BC a0.6,À40 BC a0.6,60 BC a0.8,0 BC a0.8,À20 BC a0. 8, 40 EDT 5 . Counts of subjects' responses (out of 30 repetitions) that the nonzero impedance phase angle conditions are more reverberant than the zero impedance phase conditions. The cases in which the subjects perceived the non-zero impedance phase angle conditions to be more reverberant at a confidence level of 95% are outlined in black. The cases in which the zero phase condition is perceived more reverberant than the non-zero impedance phase angle at a confidence level of 95% are outlined in white.
from the zero phase conditions for a rand below 0.4, but that the effect becomes insignificant for a rand above 0.6. In order to investigate whether the outperformance of T N and T 20,mid is due to the longest source-receiver distance of R48, where the sound field is more dominated by the reflections, an additional listening experiment was performed with Subject S6, who could easily perceive differences in reverberance in most stimulus pairs at R48. For the additional experiment, the BRIRs at R8 were chosen for stimuli, owing to its shortest source-receiver distance. Based on the binomial test, significant reverberance differences are observed for five pairs: Pairs 1-4 and Pair 7. As seen in Tables IV and V, this subjective response of S6 is perfectly consistent with T N , but cannot be predicted by either EDT mid,20 or EDT N .
B. Non-uniform configurations
The non-uniform settings are more interesting because they represent typical offices or meeting rooms. However, as all non-uniform configurations produce insignificant changes in DL OA,A and EDT mid , only two cases are presented in this section.
The first non-uniform configuration
In Fig. 6 , a comparison of the transfer function between the actual non-zero frequency-dependent impedance phase angle condition and the zero phase condition is shown. In both magnitude and phase spectrum, no substantial differences are found; but relatively larger magnitude changes are found at the troughs than at the peaks.
The impedance phase angle becomes smaller as the frequency increases in Table II ; therefore, larger sound pressure level changes are found at lower frequencies, but still they are found to be negligible. DL OA,A is 0.03 dB for the frequency range up to f Sch , 0.02 dB up to 4f Sch , and 0.01 dB for the entire frequency range. DL narrow is also smaller than 1 dB for the three frequency ranges. EDT mid is changed by 0.6%, which is also too small to cause a perceivable difference. DEDT in the 125 Hz band is also found to be smaller than 1%.
The second non-uniform configuration
The second non-uniform configuration has smaller phase angle shifts at frequencies below 500 Hz than the first non-uniform configuration. DL OA,A is 0.03 dB for the frequency range up to f Sch , and 0.01 dB for the frequency range up to 4f Sch and for the entire frequency range. DL narrow is also smaller than 0.5 dB for all the three frequency ranges. With the zero phase approximation, both EDT mid and EDT in the 125 Hz band differ by smaller than 1%.
IV. DISCUSSIONS
The discrepancies in the simulation results are entirely caused by the changes in the boundary conditions, as the other simulation parameters are all identical except for the surface impedance phase angle. Therefore, the changes in L OA,A , EDT mid , and reverberance are believed to originate from the change in the impedance phase angle.
As expected, larger and systematic changes in the sound pressure level are found at lower frequencies in Fig. 3 . At frequencies higher than 4f Sch , DL OA,A changes unsystematically with the phase angle, and is all smaller than 1 dB, confirming that the phase information is unimportant at higher frequencies. However, one cannot generalize the lower frequency limit of the energy-based methods from this particular boundary case, because it can be related to the amount of absorption and scattering, the distribution of absorption and scattering, the complexity of the room geometry, and many other factors.
The decreased sound level and longer EDT mid with the negative phase angles in Figs. 3 and 4 are well explained by the acoustical volume of the room. As Rindel indicated, for a negative phase angle sound is reflected from a plane situated at some distance behind the physical wall, leading to a positive delay time. 47 Thus, the acoustic volume is increased for the negative phase angle cases. For a positive phase angle, sound is reflected from a virtual plane in front of the actual surface, making the sound pressure level increased and reverberation time shorter. Porous absorbers are known to have negative phase angles, whereas membrane absorbers tend to have positive phase angles. 47 One may notice the larger changes in the sound pressure level and EDT mid with negative phase angles than with the same amount of the positive phase angle in Fig. 3 (a) and 3(b), which can be also explained by the delay of the reflection introduced by the phase angles. Assume a unit cube, where its physical volume is 1 m 3 . When the virtual reflection plane is located by a distance of 0.1 m outward from the physical surface, the acoustic volume for this negative phase angle is increased by 33% of the original room volume. However, the corresponding positive phase angle will decrease the volume by 27%. Therefore, the rate of change in the acoustical volume is larger with the negative phase angle, leading to a larger change in L OA,A and EDT mid . Consequently, the slope of the regression line for the negative phase shift is steeper than that for the positive phase shift in Fig. 3 .
From the listening test for the uniform absorption conditions, a significant difference in reverberance is found. However, all the test subjects reported that the task was very difficult, although their results were surprisingly consistent. Most subjects also reported that the main difference is found in the tail of the BRIR. T N is found to be most consistent with the subjective responses, which supports the statement from the subjects.
In the subjective responses, one may note that one subject, S5, generally had more difficulty in discriminating the impulse response stimuli. Subject S5 had a slight hearingthreshold elevation of 25 dB HL at 2 kHz, whereas all the other subjects had absolute thresholds below 20 dB HL at all audiometric frequencies. Without this subject, Pairs 1-2 would have had a perfectly consistent result across the subjects.
The acoustical changes for the uniform absorption cases are obviously larger than those for the non-uniform cases because all boundary surfaces contribute coherently to the change in L OA,A and EDT mid . However, the uniform absorption cases are, in fact, unrealistic. Therefore, they are regarded as extreme cases. In many practical conditions, only a limited number of surfaces are mainly responsible for the phase shift on reflection, so the acoustical changes are not as large as for the uniform absorption conditions. As shown in the non-uniform configurations, the changes in L OA,A and EDT mid are all smaller than 0.1 dB and 1%, respectively. It is because the impedance phase angle of the most absorbing surface is solely changed, whereas the relatively strong other reflections from the walls and floor are unchanged. As all the non-uniform configurations tested (2 mounting conditions Â 4 flow resistivity values Â 2 thickness conditions) produce such small changes, one can expect similar results for most practical conditions.
In actual rooms, there are scattering objects and rough surfaces that create spatial and temporal dispersion. Moreover, there might be discontinuities in the impedance at the boundary surfaces that evoke diffraction. 48 These additional realistic conditions should be investigated further, but at the moment, it is not straightforward how to model the phase shift from diffusing surfaces and scattering objects.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This study is concerned with the effects of the impedance phase angle on the sound pressure level, early decay time, and reverberance in a medium sized empty rectangular room. By assuming the zero phase change as the reference condition, various impedance phase angle conditions are studied for a broad range of the absorption coefficient, including frequency-dependent non-uniform absorption configurations. For the uniform absorption cases, the sound pressure level changes systematically with the impedance phase angle within each absorption group at frequencies lower than 4f Sch . The larger the impedance phase angle, the larger the change in the sound pressure level. However, for a broad band sound including the frequency bands centered from 31.5 to 4000 Hz, the change in the sound pressure level is unsystematic and smaller than 1 dB, indicating a non-perceivable level change. The early decay time is also influenced by the impedance phase angle consistently; it is increased for negative phase angles, and decreased for positive phase angles. A subjective test using binaural impulse response stimuli reveals that normal hearing listeners are able to discriminate the changes in reverberance due to the different impedance phase angle in the uniformly distributed absorption condition, particularly for average absorption coefficients smaller than 0.4. However, such room conditions are quite unrealistic. An investigation of typical rectangular room configurations with various types of absorptive ceilings concludes that the change in the impedance phase angle of the ceiling does not result in substantial changes in both the sound pressure level and early decay time. Thus, the assumption of the zero phase change used in most practical conditions might not be a particularly problematic source of simulation errors when predicting rectangular rooms.
For PBTM, the reflection coefficient for finite surfaces is employed, as it outperforms the infinite panel theory mainly below f Sch as shown in Ref. 20 . Note, however, that in simulating the medium sized room, the reflection coefficient based on the infinite panel theory is used because the finite size reflection coefficient cannot improve the accuracy above f Sch significantly. After acquiring a huge number of transfer functions from 20 Hz to 900 Hz in 1 Hz steps (2 methods Â 54 source-receiver pairs Â 28 boundary conditions), the results of the two methods are compared to estimate the accuracy of the PBTM simulations in terms of L narrow and EDT. Figure 7 shows DL narrow , between the two simulation schemes, averaged over the frequency range and receiver position. The accuracy of PBTM becomes degraded as the phase angle increases, especially for the negative phase angles, which concurs with the previous findings. 20 The PBTM simulations agree well with the BEM simulations with DL narrow smaller than 1 dB except for five boundary conditions, BC a0. 2, 680 , BC a0.4,À60 , BC a0.6,À60 , and BC a0. 8,À40 . The reason for the inaccuracy for these boundary conditions is unclear, but it is probably associated with the plane wave reflection modeling in PBTM. Therefore, these boundary conditions are excluded from the main comparisons. Figure 8 shows DL narrow between the boundary conditions with respect to the zero phase condition within the same absorption group, which is referred to as the inter-boundary condition (inter-BC) level difference. There are two inter-BC level differences shown in each figure, one using PBTM (with a white border line) and the other using BEM (with a black border line). The two simulation schemes produce similar results, of which the maximum difference between BEM and PBTM is found to be only 0.4 dB. Therefore the PBTM simulations are considered to represent the inter-BC level difference correctly. Figure 9 shows the EDT values for the band-limited impulse responses that contain the three octave bands centered from 125 to 500 Hz using the two simulation methods, which also confirms that the two simulation methods yield similar EDT estimations regardless of the boundary configuration. 
